We consider a circular, bounded, strictly convex domain Ω ⊂ C d with boundary of class C 2 . For any compact subset K of ∂Ω we construct a sequence of homogeneous polynomials on Ω which are big at each point of K. As an application for any E ⊂ ∂Ω circular subset of type G δ we construct a holomorphic function f which is square integrable on Ω \ DE and such that
Introduction
Let Ω denote a bounded, convex and circular domain with a defining function η of class C 2 . We also denote by D the unit disc in C and define the exceptional set E 2 Ω (f ) := z ∈ ∂Ω : Dz |f | 2 dL 2 Dz = ∞ for a holomorphic function f ∈ O(Ω). For more information about exceptional sets see [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] .
In the paper [12] a natural number K and a sequence {p n } ∞ n=0 of homogeneous polynomials on C d were constructed so that |p n (z)| ≤ 2 and K(m+1)−1 j=Km |p n (z)| ≥ 0.5 for all z belonging to the boundary of the unit ball ∂B d . In the paper [7] we introduced some additional arguments in such a way that for any circular set E ⊂ ∂B d of type G δ and F σ we could construct a holomorphic function f on the unit ball B d so that E 2 B d (f ) = E. In this paper we construct similar homogeneous polynomials as in [7, 10, 11, 12] . Whilst these papers dealt with homogeneous polynomials on the unit ball, in this paper we construct homogeneous polynomials on Ω which is a bounded, circular and strictly convex domain with boundary of class C 2 .
1.1. Geometric notions. In the complex d-dimensional space C d we consider the natural scalar product •, • . We also consider rotation invariant pseudometrics
As usual, by B(ξ; r) we denote the open ball with center ξ and radius r, i.e.
B(ξ; r)
We claim that there exist constants 0 < q 0 < q 1 such that
for ξ ∈ ∂Ω and 0 ≤ r ≤ 2R := 2 sup z,w∈∂Ω ρ(z, w).
Since rotation does not change L 2d (B(ξ; r)) we can assume that ξ = (a, 0) for some a ∈ R + . In particular we can calculate
Assume for a moment that r ≤ a. Since ξ = (a, 0) we can observe that B(ξ; r) = B − (ξ; r) ∪ B + (ξ; r) where:
We may calculate: 1
Since 0 < r < 2R and 0 ∈ Ω the above equality implies that there exist constants 0 < q 0 < q 1 such that (1) holds. Let us observe that if r ≤ min ξ∈∂Ω ξ we have
However for us it suffices to use (1) .
Additionally let us assume that
> α for all distinct elements z 1 and z 2 of A. It is clear that for α > 0 each α-separated subset of ∂Ω is finite.
If g : C d → C is a function of class C 2 , then we denote g ξ = ∂g ∂z 1 (ξ), ..., ∂g ∂z d (ξ) and
Let us recall that η is a defining function of class C 2 for Ω. Let X be a compact, circular set. Assume that X contains only strictly convex points of ∂Ω, i.e. if ξ ∈ X, then H η (ξ, w) > 0 where w = 0 and ( w, η ξ ) = 0.
Homogeneous polynomials
All homogeneous polynomials of degree n constructed in this paper have the following form:
where A is a finite subset of ∂Ω and ν ξ = 1 ξ,η ξ η ξ . We begin with a very important estimation of | z, ν ξ |.
Proof.
Since Ω is a circular and convex domain
First we prove that for ξ ∈ ∂Ω we have the following property:
In the next step we prove that there exist constants c 3 , c 4 > 0 such that for z ∈ ∂Ω and ξ ∈ X we have:
Due to [9, Lemma 3.1.6] there exist a defining function η of class C 2 for Ω and constants c 5 , c 6 
The above inequalities imply that there exist constants c 7 , c 8 > 0 such that
Since η, η are defining functions for Ω there exists a continuous, positive function g such that
In particular z − ξ, η ξ = g(ξ) z − ξ, η ξ and there exist constants c 3 , c 4 > 0 such that (5) holds. Now we prove the main conclusion. Let constants c 3 , c 4 > 0 be such that
In particular we may estimate
Since X is a compact set and ξ, η ξ > 0 it is enough to define c 1 = inf ξ∈X c 3 ξ,η ξ and c 2 = sup ξ∈X c 4 ξ,η ξ . In order to control the values of the constructed polynomials we need some information about α-separated sets.
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that
Then the set A k (z) has at most q 1 (k + 2) 2d−1 elements. The set A 0 has at most 1 element and s ≤ q 1 (αt) 1−2d .
Let d k be a number of elements in A k (z). In particular
Since Ω ⊂ B(0, R) (see section 1.1) we may assume that αt ≤ R. In particular
and we may estimate (see section 1.1) 
We can conclude that s ≤ q 1 
Proof. Let x ∈ (0, 1). To prove the left inequality let f (
Now we are ready to state some estimations for polynomials of the form (2). 
Proof. There exists a constant C > 2 large enough that for k ∈ N + we have
Due to Proposition 2.4 we can estimate:
In particular we can choose N 0 ∈ N such that for N ≥ N 0 we have
Due to Lemma 2.2 the set A 0 (z) has at most 1 element and
Since Q(z) \ A = A 0 (z) we have the property (2) . Due to Lemma 2.1 for ξ ∈ A k (z) we have
Now we may obtain the property (1):
< a.
Since A 0 (z) has at most one element we obtain the property (4):
Since A 0 (z) has at most 1 element we have A 0 (z) = {ξ 0 }, which gives the property (3a). Moreover we have:
Now we observe the property (3b) for N ≥ N 0 :
Moreover we may conclude the property (3c):
which finishes the proof.
We are ready for main result of this paper.
Theorem 2.6. There exists K ∈ N such that for 0 < < 1 and for each pair of compact, circular and disjoint sets D, T such that T ⊂ X, D ⊂ ∂Ω, we can choose m 0 = m 0 (D, T, ) ∈ N and a sequence p m of homogeneous polynomials of degree m which satisfy 
and from this follows that K(m+1)−1 j=Km |p j (z)| 2 ≥ 0.25 for all z ∈ T, m > m 0 .
Without loss of generality we can assume that m 0 is so large that ρ(z, w) > 1/c 1 N for all z ∈ D and w ∈ T . Due to Lemma 2.2 we have
If ξ ∈ A and z ∈ D, then on the basis of Lemma 2.1 we have
Now for m 0 large enough, m > m 0 , N = Km and z ∈ D we may estimate
As an application we can present the following result: Theorem 2.7. Assume that Ω is a circular, bounded and strictly convex domain with the boundary of class C 2 . Then for any circular subset E ⊂ ∂Ω of type G δ there exists a holomorphic function f which is square integrable on Ω\DE and such that E = E 2 Ω (f ) := z ∈ ∂Ω : Dz |f | 2 dL 2 Dz = ∞ .
